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ABSTRACT

Backgrounds & Objective: Three-comprehensive education is presently going on in all the China colleges and universities. Effectively carrying out this activity should be very useful for fostering the undergraduate students into the professional talents in future. Methods: Scientific investigations can be extracted out many useful teaching materials for giving three-comprehensive education, and they are extremely helpful for cultivating the students’ innovative ability. Results: With electrospinning and electrospun medicated nanofibers as the research topics, which are taken place in the Lab of Electrohydridynamic Atomization & Its Application in Creating Novel Materials (the School of Materials Science and Engineering in the University of Shanghai for Science and Technology). It is demonstrated that the undergraduate students are able to put forward brand-new idea and fruitful results during their three-comprehensive education processes. Conclusions: There are numerous positive elements that can be drawn out from scientific investigations for giving whole-process innovative education on undergraduate students.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Three-comprehensive education” is a great plan put forward by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, which is aimed to strengthen and improve the ideological and political work in Chinese Colleges and Universities under the new situation. In this plan, it is pointed out clearly that colleges and universities should take moral cultivation as the fundamental task, integrate ideological and moral education, cultural knowledge education and social practice education, put ideological and political work through the whole process of education and teaching, and guide the ideological value through the whole process and every link of education and teaching. Thus, the education can be broadened and deepened from all the activities in the colleges and universities, including teaching, scientific research, practice, management, service, culture and organization.

Based on the spirit of three-comprehensive education, the role of scientific researchers can be further enhanced for fostering the professional talents for building the Socialism with Chinese characteristics. Shown in Figure 1, scientific investigations are able to infiltrate many positive elements in the three-comprehensive education. In terms of time, the whole process of education means that education should run through the whole process of students’ learning and growth. Needless to say, scientific investigations can greatly promote the students’ learning and growth, particularly their professional skills and the future career. In terms of space, all-round education emphasizes all aspects of the development of the students. It is no doubt that the scientific investigations are able to promote the general development in the aspects of moral, intellectual, and physical education. From the point of view of strength, all departments and employees in the school have the responsibility of educating people. During a scientific investigation, all the staff around the students should be able to provide their useful experiences to the students. For example, the lab administrator can tell them the safety knowledge. The professional teachers tell them the related
mechanisms, and even the cleaner can show them the differences in keeping a clean laboratory.

Certainly, the classmates and the graduate student can also teach them, just as the Analects of Confucius: three people walk, there must be my teacher. And if the students are good at learning, there is a saying of Sakyamuni for them: “no matter who you meet, it is the person who should appear in your life. There are reasons and missions. It is no accident. This person will certainly teach you something”. In a word, there are many useful elements in the scientific researches for carrying out the three-comprehensive education for the undergraduate students, which is often expressed as a scientific article.
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**Figure 1** The role of scientific investigations in carrying out the popular “three-aspected education” in China university.

2. INNOVATIVE CAPABILITY OF THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IS STILL THE MOST IMPORTANT CONTENTS FOR FOSTERING PROFESSIONAL TALENTS

For a high quality talent, it is necessary that he or she has a series of excellent capabilities. Shown in Figure 2, on one hand, he or she must have good personal learning and working ability, which include learning ability, pressure resistance ability, executive ability, working enthusiasm, hard work, independent ability, enterprising spirit, moral cultivation, and so on. On the other hand, he or she should also have fine social life ability, which include professional skills, communication skills, adaptability, sense of responsibility, psychological adjustment, cooperation ability, organizational ability, and so on.
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**Figure 2** There are many abilities that are important for a high quality talent, and the innovative ability is able to interweave with all these important capabilities.

Among all those abilities, innovative ability is a very special one. It is able to interweave all the above-mentioned abilities for further promoting the students’ learning ability and social life ability. Scientific researches are activities that are full of innovations. It is no doubt that professional scientific investigations should be very useful for fostering the students’ professional innovative thinking, which in turn will promote the students’ abilities about many other aspects. Thus, the whole-process innovative education on undergraduate students should be advocated for their successes.

3. THE DEVELOPING PROCESSES OF A SCIENTIFIC ARTICLE CAN BE A VERY USEFUL MATERIAL FOR A WHOLE-PROCESS EDUCATION

A scientific article is a conclusion of the whole process of a scientific investigation. Often, the investigation is aimed to solve a key or difficult issue in a certain discipline. For example, chitosan is a natural polymer that can be extracted from many natural products. It can be exploited to deliver drug as a compatible drug carrier. Thus, both investigations and review articles are reported for developing chitosan-based nano drug delivery systems in literature [1,2]. Correspondingly, the related scientific publications can be very useful teaching materials for giving a whole-process education to the undergraduate students at a suitable time period.

Shown in Figure 3 is a typical explanation about a research process is equal to a whole-process education. Working fluids are frequently utilized in the electrohydrodynamic atomization processes (EHDA, including electrospraying [3, 4], 2-D printing of e-jetting model [5], and electrospinning [6, 7]) for creating novel functional nanomaterials. Thus, the initiation of a related
scientific research needs to reasonably select the raw materials, which should include the model drug, the solvent or solvent mixture, the additive, and the filament-forming polymers if the prepared nano products are medicated nanofibers [8, 9]. These contents should be vivid materials for the class teaching of theoretical contents to the undergraduate students for several professional courses such as “Materials science and Engineering”, “Functional materials”, “Polymer Science and Engineering”, “Nano Science and Technology”, and so on.

4. AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE FOR PROFESSIONAL AND INNOVATIVE EDUCATION BASED ON A SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION ABOUT ELECTROSPINNING

An active taking part in of the undergraduate students in the publication of a scientific article means a whole-process innovative education on them. This has two-layer meanings. One is that the undergraduate students are able to follow their teachers and even the graduate students to study and imitate the scientific investigations. Meanwhile, the practices can promote their comprehensions about the professional knowledge they have learned in their classrooms, and foster their capability of linking theories with practices. The other, and which is more important, is that the undergraduate students may put forward their own novel idea and finish the scientific investigations in a relatively independent manner, just as graduate students who are pursuing their Master or Ph.D degree.

The following case is just an excellent example for professional and innovative education and the related positive results based on a undergraduate student, whose name is Shuyue Chang. She received an education after following a graduate student for almost one year, and she gradually grasp the developments of electrospinning and the special multiple-fluid processes. Later, she put forward a brand-new complex nanostructure, which was realized due to a combination of her routine life experiences and the learned knowledge about nanostructures and EHDA processes.
She has several pig accessories. One day, she suddenly thought of nano pig and nano pig noses when she saw the several structural spinnerets in the Lab of Electrohydridynamic Atomization & Its Application in Creating Novel Materials, which is at the School of Materials Science and Engineering in the University of Shanghai for Science and Technology. Shown in Figure 4, is a whole developing process of spinneret utilized in electrospinning. To exploit a metal capillary as a spinneret to carry out a single-fluid blending electrospinning is the most common manner [12]. Later, electrospinning is divided out two new branches with the simultaneous treatment of two working fluids, i.e. coaxial and side-by-side [13-15]. Several years’ before, spinneret with a three-layer concentric manner was developed to conduct a tri-axial electrospinning for creating tri-layer core-shell nanofibers [16-19]. Most recently, a tri-fluid electrospinning with a side-by-side core in a common sheath was reported [20]. Inspired by these structural characteristics, a variation with a separate side-by-side core in a common sheath occurred in Chang’s brain, and then she put forward the “pig-nose” spinneret and the related “pig-nose” nanostructure [21,22]. Apparently, the developments of electrospinning itself is an excellent whole-process teaching material majoring in materials science and engineering and have brought out positive results from the students (Figure 5).

To fulfil a whole-process education from “raw material selection to working process, and to products for applications”, Chang et al. were instructed to further conduct experiments to generate “pig-nose” nanostructures for drug delivery applications. The generated structural nanofibers were able to combine the performances of three different types of monolithic composites in the two separate cores and sheath sections, and promoted them to synergistically act to realize a common objective that the model drug was delivered based on the pH value of the digestive systems for a smart three-phase drug controlled release.

5. CONCLUSION

Three-comprehensive education is a great plan aimed to strengthen and improve the ideological and political work in Chinese Colleges and Universities under the new situation, which is very useful for training socialist successors in the new era. However, how to effectively carry out it poses a big challenge to all the staff in the colleges and universities. In this paper, scientific investigations are explored as a concrete example to find the important elements that can be utilized as teaching materials for three-comprehensive education. With electrospinning and electrospun “pig-nose” nanostructure produced in the Lab of Electrohydridynamic Atomization & Its Application in Creating Novel Materials (the School of Materials Science and Engineering in the University of Shanghai for Science and Technology) by undergraduate student as examples, the progresses of a scientific investigation are recorded in detail, and the highlights for improving the students’ innovative thinking and ability are discussed.
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